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ABSTRACT

Irrespective of the underlying technology used to implement a large-scale quantum architecture system, one of the cen-
tral challenges of accurately modeling the architecture is the ability to map and schedule a quantum application onto a
physical grid while taking into account the cost of communication, the classical resources, and the maximum exploitable
parallelism. In this paper we introduce and evaluate a physical operations scheduler for arbitrary quantum circuits. Our
scheduler accepts a description of a circuit together with a description of a specific physical layout and outputs a sequence
of operations that expose the required communication and available parallelism in the circuit. The output of the scheduler
is a quantum assembly language file that can directly be simulated on a set of available tools.

1. INTRODUCTION

Using the quantum circuit model,1 in which algorithms and architecture are tightly integrated, we can describe a hierar-
chical array-based quantum computation microarchitecture design, which overcomes the primary challenges of scalability,
reliability and quantum resource distribution.2 Irrespective of the underlying technology used to implement such a system,
one of the central challenges of accurately modeling the physical components of a large-scale architecture is the ability
to map and schedule a quantum application onto a physical layout by taking into account the cost of communication, the
classical resources, and the maximum parallelism that can be exploited.

The circuit model for quantum computation allows us to represent any application as a sequence of logic gates1, 3 to
which we will refer to as operations or instructions interchangeably. Several major differences between quantum logic
circuits and their classical counterparts make accurate scheduling of a sequence of quantum operations a challenging task.
First, the inability to copy quantum data4 makes it impossible for the data to be transmitted on a wire or distributed to
multiple destinations without error. In addition, the no-copy rule forces multi-qubit operations to bring the participating
qubits physically together across some distance by traversing an empty channel as in the ion-trap technology,5, 6 or by
successive swapping with adjacent qubits as in the Kane silicon-based technology.7, 8 The second important difference is
that operations can occur simultaneously, and any or all physical qubits used in those operations may need to be physically
transported. The choice of which qubits to transport affects the time of execution and the reliability of the application. The
third major difference is that unlike classical data, quantum data is inherently very unstable. Experimental failure rates
of multi-qubit operations for ion-traps are as high as 3%.9 The scheduler must employ novel techniques to increase the
reliability of a quantum circuit.

In this paper, we describe a heuristic for a quantum physical operations scheduler (QPOS) for quantum circuits which
accepts an application description together with a physical layout description and outputs a sequence of operations that
include the required communication paths of the qubits. This takes advantage of the given structure of the physical layout
for each computational unit. A single computational unit can be a logical qubit composed of tens or hundreds of interacting
physical qubits, some of which are ancillary qubits used for correcting errors, and others hold the logical data, all interacting
to actively stabilize the logical data state.

In addition to generating two-dimensional information about the communication paths for a given quantum circuit, the
physical scheduler allows us to determine the exploitable instruction-level parallelism (ILP) in quantum circuits. Studying
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the limits of ILP can be used by hardware designers to avoid spending resources on classical control features that will
remain unutilized throughout the computation. Furthermore, massive ILP is an underlying requirement for achieving the
optimum possible schedule in quantum error correction.10 Even though, it has been shown that a threshold value exists
when movement is considered,11, 12 the ability to precisely predict the amount of communication during error correction
is crucial for determining how high the threshold value really can be. In addition knowledge of the communication re-
quirements and available ILP will provide us with better understanding of the exact hardware resources needed for error
correction.

QPOS is based on traditional classical instruction scheduling heuristics through careful priority calculation at both the
circuit level and the physical layout level. We do not employ any pruning techniques proposed for optimal classical resource
constrained scheduling13, 14 due to the enormous cost of finding an optimal schedule when physical layout is considered,
but rather focus on ensuring that critical instructions are not delayed at each iteration of the program. At the circuit level,
instruction priorities are based on the number of instructions that depend on each operation. The priorities are used to
choose the desired communication paths after the source qubits and the destination qubits have been disambiguated. If
instructions have the same priorities the paths are prioritized based on least path interference and shortest path. This
attempts to maximally parallelize the movement operations.

Our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the structure of the scheduling problem and the terminology,
beginning with an overview of quantum computation. Section 3 describes the core components of our scheduler, where
Section 3.5 provides an example of a scheduled Golay [[23, 1, 7]] error correcting code encoder. A discussion of possible
extension for our scheduler is provided in Section 4. Finally, we summarize our results in Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND, THE SCHEDULING PROBLEM, AND NOTATION

A quantum circuit is described as a sequence of quantum operations acting on one or more qubits through time. The number
of input qubits must equal the number of output qubits to ensure reversibility. There are two strictly quantum operation
types that a low-level circuit is composed of: single- or multi-qubit logical gates and a single qubit measurement. All other
operations are classical control operations, which includes communication instructions. Generally, operations can act on
any number of qubits in a single time-step where an n-qubit logic gate is described by a unitary 2n × 2n operator. The
product of the matrices of all operations in a circuit represents the single 2n × 2n unitary matrix computed by an n-qubit
quantum circuit. The system state at any point in time of an n-qubit register can be written as a 2n element vector that is
acted on by the unitary gate operator. We will restrict our attention to only one- and two-qubit operations shown in Figure
1. This set forms a universal set of operations that can well approximate every high-level algorithm can. The X gate is
equivalent to the classical NOT gate, which flips the state of the qubit; The Z, S, and T gates are phase operators which
act only on the “1” state and leave the “0” state unchanged; The Hadamard gate denoted by H puts a state of “0” into the
superposition (“0”+“1”) and the “1” state into (“0”-“1”); The CNOT gate is a controlled-NOT gate which flips the state of
the target qubit if the control qubit is set. It is the only two-qubit gate that we need to consider.
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Figure 1. A basic universal set of quantum operations.

2.1. Trapped Atomic Ions for Quantum Computation

Our work is focused on the scheduling of the physical operations in a quantum computing system irrespective of the
implementation technology; however, we present the material in the context of ion-trapped quantum computation5 to make
the discussion concrete. Of the many proposed technologies available, experiments with trapped atomic ions have realized
the fundamental elements of a quantum computer15, 16 in the laboratory, including feasible scalability requirements.6, 17, 18

The available literature for ion-traps has grown considerably in the past few years, where the a recent comprehensive survey
can be found in Reference [19].
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Figure 2. (a) A simple schematic of the basic elements of a planar ion-trap for quantum computing. Ions are trapped in any of the
trapping regions shown and ballistically shuttled from one trapping region to another. When two ions are together a two-qubit gate can
be performed. (b) Our abstraction of the ion-trap layout. Each trapping region can hold up to two ions for two-qubit gates. The trapping
regions are interconnected with the crossing junctions which are treated as a shared resource.

The ion-trap technology uses a number of atomic ions that interact with lasers to quantum compute. Qubits are stored in
the internal electronic and nuclear states of the ions and the traps themselves are segmented RF Paul traps micro-machined
onto an alumina substrate whose dimensions are compatible with individual ion addressing. Figure 2(a) shows a simple
schematic of a planar trap18 for quantum computation, where ions are stored in designated trapping regions and ballistically
shuttled from one region to another. Two ions in the same trapping region can couple to each other forming a linear chain.
The vibrational modes of this chain allow the two ions to interact for two-qubit quantum gates, which together with single
qubit rotations yield a universal set of quantum logic gates. All quantum logic, including measurement, is implemented
by applying lasers to the input ions. Individual ions are measured through state-dependent resonance fluorescent readout,
where “1” fluoresces weakly and “0” very strongly.20 When ions are manipulated they vibrationaly heat, which reduces
the gate fidelities. To avoid direct application of cooling lasers on the data ions, sympathetic recooling ions are needed,
which are cooled to the ground state and used to absorb much of the vibrational energy from the data ions.21–23

Figure 2(b) demonstrates our abstraction of the physical ion-trap layout. The layout is represented as a graph, where
the nodes are the trapping regions or the connecting junctions and the edges are the channels that connect a trapping region
to a junction. A fundamental move operation is defined as a single hop from one trapping region to another. To avoid a
collision of two ions inside a junction we specifically define junctions as nodes in the graph, which force the junctions to
be a shared routing resource needed for communication. For a scalable ion-trap system we must limit the linear chain of
ions in a single trapping region to very few,6 where we impose a limit of two. This is intended to take into consideration
that a single ion may be coupled with its sympathetic cooling partner and further encoded with an additional ion to avoid
dephasing errors.24

2.2. Quantum Assembly Language Description: QASM

Now that we have provided a background of the operation types and physical structure of a low-level quantum machine,
we must consider the instruction set architecture (ISA) needed for control and scheduling. The ISA we are using is
described by the quantum assembly language (QASM) first proposed and implemented by Balensiefer et al.25, 26 QASM
consists of a sequence of declarations and commands shown in Table 1. Qubits, classical bits, gate names, and classical
functions are initially declared. The preparation gates xprepare and zprepare place a qubit in either eigenstate of the
X or Z operator respectively, and can be decomposed into a measurement operation followed by a corresponding single-
qubit gate. The interoperable tool chain developed by A.Cross uses QASM to represent and study fault-tolerant quantum
circuits27 by computing threshold bounds using general malignant set counting,28 estimating depolarizing noise thresholds
using Monte-Carlo simulation, and functionally verify stabilizer circuits using CHP.29 What is missing is the automatic
generation of communication commands and ILP representation of the quantum circuit - a need that the physical scheduler
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we present meets. The output of the physical scheduler is also a QASM file that is fully parallelized and communication
instructions have been inserted.

Command Description
qubit q1, q2, ... Declares qubits q1, q2, ...
bit b1, b2, ... Declares bits b1, b2, ...
xprepare q, [+/-] Prepares qubit q in the +1 or -1 eigenstate of X
zprepare q, [+/-] Prepares qubit q in the +1 or -1 eigenstate of Z
xmeasure b, q Measures qubit q in the X basis, storing the result in bit b
zmeasure b, q Measures qubit q in the Z basis, storing the result in bit b
gate name q1, q2, ... Applies gate gate name to qubits q1, q2, ...
(a, b, ...) = function name(c, d, ...) Calls a classical external function

Table 1. QASM declarations and commands summary

2.3. The Scheduling Problem and our Assumptions

Traditionally an instruction scheduler acts on a single scheduling region at a time. The most fundamental region is a
basicblock of instructions which is defined as a sequence of instructions that does not contain a branch operation. The
bodies of loops are usually basicblocks. A branch operation defines the exit of a basicblock and sends the execution stream
to another basicblock. Figure 3(a) shows a schematic of a global instruction scheduling region known as a superblock,
which is defined as a single-entry multiple-exit sequence of basicblocks. The end of the last basic block defines the last
exit of the superblock and the rest of the exits are side exits. In Figure 3(a) the last exit leads to an end node, and each box
is basicblock of instructions.

Branches (or exits) in quantum circuits coincide with a measurement operations since communication with the classical
controllers is based only on measurement results. Often a measurement result instructs the classical controllers to restart
a subsequence of the quantum circuit, in which case we must be mindful of entanglement between qubits. The scheduler
cannot schedule operations that entangle a set of qubits with another set if the latter set is refreshed following a measurement
operation. This restriction is equivalent to the classical restriction of scheduling, where schedulers must ensure program
correctness. An obvious correctness requirement is that instruction dependency is not violated in the scheduled program.

As in classical programs, the instruction sequence is converted to a control-flow graph which is a directed acyclic
graph (DAG). Any existing loops (as in Figure 3(a)) can be unrolled before the creation of the DAG. Each node in the
DAG represents an instruction and each edge marks the dependency between two instructions. If instructions’ physical
implementations vary, the weight of an edge from node i to node j will represent the execution latency of instruction node
i and a scheduler must satisfy the latency constraints imposed by the instruction flow. The existence of a path from node
i to node j makes i a predecessor of j and j a successor of i. In our case we introduce a root node and a leaf node at
the beginning and end of each circuit DAG as shown in Figure 3(b) to indicate the start of the circuit and allow priority
calculation of the instructions based on their height from the leaf node. The DAG in Figure 3(b) is accompanied by the
instruction sequence that forms it. In this case the instruction sequence is simple basicblock of instructions without any side
branches. To alleviate latency constraints QPOS assumes every instruction has the same latency for a physical quantum
circuit. This is a reasonable assumption when different instructions in the circuit do not cross the boundaries of different
computational regions such as processing units and memory.30

In addition to latency constraints, one of the most important goals of a quantum operations scheduler will be to satisfy
the resource constraints of the architecture model. Each qubit is stored in a trapping region as shown in Figure 2(b).
Instructions in a quantum circuit must be mapped onto a given layout such that each instruction can execute at the location
of only one trapping region and qubits must be physically moved from one trapping region to another, where a limit of two
qubits per trapping region is imposed. The resource constraint problem becomes similar to the routing problem in classical
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) where the problem is to rout signals through shared routing resources while trying
to achieve some best performance estimate. The PathFinder algorithm31 for FPGAs works well if the destination of the
routing signal is clear. Unfortunately, this is not the case in a quantum circuit. For a CNOT gate each of the two qubits can
be a source or a destination, or they both can meet halfway, for example. It is here where scheduling a quantum circuit
becomes interesting. Choosing one qubit over another to be a source or a destination will affect its location with respect to
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Figure 3. (a) A composition of basicblocks defining a large superblock region. All exists that are not the final exit are known as side exits
and can be program exceptions. Typically loops are unrolled before the scheduling of a superblock region. (b) Our running basicblock
example for the physical scheduler and its DAG representation.

the other qubits that interact with it at later stages of the program, which inadvertently creates a ripple effect on the entire
schedule.

The schedule itself is a sequence of issue cycles for each instruction in the DAG given a physical machine model. The
length of the schedule is the time at which the last instruction completes execution. In the case of branches, where multiple
paths can be taken, the objective of a scheduler is to minimize the weighted length of the final schedule, where there is a
certain probability of executing a given path. For example, a logical operation on an encoded qubit that is conditioned on
a measurement result will have a probability of being executed equal to the probability of obtaining the measured value. If
the logical operation is a corrective operation, then its execution depends on the reliability of the operations before it. If
there are no branches, then the goal of the scheduler is to simply produce a schedule of minimal length unless reliability is
a greater concern.

3. QPOS: QUANTUM PHYSICAL OPERATIONS SCHEDULER

The input QASM file to QPOS is a sequence of operations that do not include any information about communica-
tion or ILP. QPOS inserts the needed communication instructions as “move qubit_name” operations and the ILP
as “wait qubit_name” operations. The QASM simulator understands these operations and runs the circuit accord-
ingly. The scheduler is derived from existing classical scheduling heuristics32–34 by creating the DAG of a given quantum
program and assigning instruction priorities from the properties of the program in the DAG. It distinguishes itself in the
mapping of the instructions onto a given schedule by inserting movement paths for each two-qubit operation while mini-
mizing path congestion and ensuring timely execution of the communication paths for high-priority instructions. Paths for
a two-qubit operation are calculated using a shortest-path algorithm and assigned priorities based on the instruction priority
and the physical resource congestion created by the path on the system. We assume the input program is a sequence of
basicblocks where all instructions in a basicblock must be scheduled before a new basicblock can be started.

QPOS is an iterative scheduler where each iteration divides into four major stages: Stage 1) Disambiguation of source
and destination qubits; Stage 2) Source path extraction; Stage 3) Source path mapping; and Stage 4) Additional stall-cycle
elimination stage. Stage 1 uses uses a set of carefully chosen rules to disambiguate between source qubits and destination
qubits. As implemented, Stage 1 does not consider if it is better for both qubits to move, but always chooses one over
the other. Stage 2 extracts the path for each source-qubit using a shortest-path algorithm and chooses a number of distinct
paths equal to the number of parallel gates available at a given cycle of execution using the application’s control flow graph.
The paths are chosen such that higher priority instructions have an advantage or congestion is minimized. The third stage
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Figure 4. (a) Direct output DAG of QPOS given the sequence in Figure 3(b). The dependence number of each instruction is marked in
parenthesis next to the instructions. (b) Main Scheduling Routine

inserts the paths in the output schedule beginning with higher priority paths first; And finally the fourth stage truncates the
resulted schedule by eliminating stall cycles inserted into the schedule as wait operations to prevent deadlocking qubits.

3.1. The DAG and Initial Instruction Priorities

The first step of QPOS is to parse the input QASM file and to create the circuit DAG as depicted in Figure 3(b). We use the
the example in Figure 3(b) as a running example which demonstrates the main properties of the scheduler. Each node in the
DAG is an instruction and each edge marks a dependence. Dependence between two instructions is calculated be observing
the commutation properties of the two instruction unitary matrices. If the matrices commute, there is no dependence,
otherwise there is. Measurement instructions exhibit data dependence whenever the operands of the measurement coincide
with the operands of any other instruction. Classical operations are similarly incorporated.

To compute initial instruction priorities, each instruction is assigned a dependence number as the DAG is being created.
Figure 4(a) is a direct output of our scheduler for the sequence in Figure 3(b), which shows the dependence number of
each instruction in parenthesis after the instruction. The dependence number is taken to be the initial instruction priority
when choosing the paths of two-qubit instructions and it represents the number of instructions that depend on the given
instruction including itself and the DAG’s leaf node. The dependence number is analogous to the classical dependence
height of the instruction from the leaf node of the DAG, which is the most simple priority assignment of instructions that
works well in practice for classical circuit schedulers.32 The fact that we can have many instructions in quantum circuits
that can be executed in any order but not simultaneously, causes some instructions to have more operations that depend
on them with smaller dependence height than other instructions in the circuit. Thus, the dependence number is a better
initial priority measure. Since our goal is to execute all instructions, it makes sense that an instruction should have a higher
priority when it is responsible for the retirement of more instructions than another instruction.
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Figure 5. Initial layout of the qubits we are scheduling in the routing of Figure 3(b). The junctions are shared resources denoted with
the diamond-shaped objects and are numbered {10− 14}. Instructions are free to occur at location of any trap position number {1− 9}

Once the initial priorities of the instructions have been computed, we can enter the main iterative sequence of the
scheduler shown in Figure 4(b). At each iteration the available gates are extracted from the circuit DAG. A gate is not
available until all its predecessors have been marked as executed. The final leaf node will not be marked as available until
every single other gate has been executed, thus it serves as a termination marker for the scheduler (line 2). Single qubit
gates and classical gates are treated as part of a two-qubit gate when the available gates are being extracted. In Figure
4(a) the available gates will be gates {1, 2, 3, 4} during the first iteration, where the single-qubit H gate will be ignored
and scheduled with one of the three two-qubit gates. The available parallelism is the smallest value of either the physical
control resources available or the number of gates we can execute simultaneously from the circuit. In this case, even if we
had two lasers we can still only execute one of the three CNOT gates due to the fact that they all require qubit a4 as control.
Once the single-qubit and classical operations have been marked on the schedule, the two-qubit gate sequence is started,
beginning with source-destination pair disambiguation, and ending with the elimination of any extra stall cycles introduced
during path execution.

3.2. Disambiguation of Source-Destination Pairs

At each iteration there is a number of available two-qubit gates where either pair of operands can be a source or a desti-
nation. To ease the disambiguation process, we form a communication density graph (CDG) of the available gates. The
nodes mark all qubits in the available gates, and edge from node i to node j exists if there is a possibility that qubit i will
move to qubit j for the two-qubit gate. In our implementation the CDG is represented as an adjacency list where each qubit
node is marked as a source followed by its destination list (i.e. q1 → {destinations of q1}).

Let S be the set of qubit nodes chosen as sources, and D be the union set of all their destinations. We can define D′ to
be the set of destinations shared by all qubits in S. The number of unique destinations in the total destination set chosen
can be defined as |D − D′|. The disambiguation stage returns a source set S following three criteria that do not need
knowledge of the specific path information in the physical layout:

1. The source set S is chosen such that the number of sources |S| is the smallest possible number where |S| ≥
available parallelism. This avoids unnecessary congestion when the executed paths involve too many sources
than the available parallelism.

2. To further avoid unnecessary congestion we chose the smallest number of sources |S| ≥ available parallelism
such that the number of unique destinations, |D −D′| is greatest. This restriction spreads out the destinations of the
sources to reduce the penalty of multiple sources traveling to the same destination.

3. Finally, we constrain S and D to be disjoint based on the fact that there will always be a number of distinct sources
greater than the available parallelism such that we will never need to make a qubit both a source and a destination.
The only case where we do not follow this rule is if two instances of the CDG are obverse of each other. For example,
if the operands of the gate cx a3,a7 appear only in this gate, then the CDG will have the two source-destinations
lists as: a3 → {a7} and a7 → {a3}, which are obverse of each other. In this case it is unclear which should be
source and which destination given the criteria above. We let both operands be added to the lists S and D allow the
path calculation to decide which qubit will travel.

3.3. Path Priority-Calculation

The scheduler chooses a single path for execution given the following : 1) The initial instruction priority defined as the
dependence number of each instruction; 2) The path with the smallest congestion penalty relative to the rest of the paths for
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all other sources, defined as the average trap/junction interferences with the rest of the paths; 3) The shortest path-length
if 1) and 2) do not yield a single path choice per source; and finally 4) If all path penalties and instruction priorities are
the same, in which case it is irrelevant what path is chosen. In the case of an obverse source-destination pair, only one of
the two paths is chosen based on criteria 2). The path-choice criteria are executed in the order provided, with the greatest
importance given to the initial instruction priority because this would allow the greatest progress to completion of the
circuit. This choice is necessary due to the unavailability at each iteration of the global impact of a given path choice on
the next iterations of the scheduler.

Assume that we would like to schedule the sequence of instructions in Figure 3(b) onto the layout shown in Figure 5
which is a relatively constrained environment. The initial locations of each qubit are shown in the figure, where they share
only a few cross junctions and additional trapping regions. Using the layout description, the paths from each source in
S to each destination in D are drawn. In the circuit example, during the first iteration of scheduling the DAG in Figure
4(a) the disambiguation procedure yields source ion-qubit a4 with destinations {a3, a5, a6}. The three resulting paths are
extracted using a shortest-path algorithm and shown in Figure 6. The path for gate 2 (cx a4,a6) is the longest of the
three; however, the two-qubit operation it completes has the highest initial priority and so the third path in Figure 6 is the
logical choice. It is interesting to note that no overall distance is saved in a4’s movement pattern if it decided to go to a5
instead, so its failure due to movement would remain unchanged. It would however, cause the gate “cx a6,a7” to be
delayed unnecessarily.

Figure 6. Paths for ion a4 calculated for each destination

3.4. Executing the Chosen Paths and Final Schedule Output

Once the paths for all sources in S have been chosen, the scheduler maps them onto the physical layout one step at a time
starting with the path exhibiting the highest path priority from the four path criteria given in Section 3.3. Theoretically this
is a very simple step; however, one must be mindful of path interferences with other instructions, and the implementation
of this stage is in some way subjective to the programmer. Clearly, if the chosen paths do not interfere with each other or
with other ions in the system, this stage is straightforward. The problem arises when collisions with other qubits begin to
occur, in which case we choose to always give advantage to the path with the highest path priority. Qubits that are neither
a source or a destination have an a path priority of zero and always move out of the way. If a destination qubit or a source
qubit must be moved, we always check to see if moving it along its path will eliminate the path interference. In general, the
path execution stage deals with interferences by inserting stall cycles while waiting for qubits to move out of the execution
paths. A deadlock prevention mechanism is implemented to avoid ions moving to a position where further path execution
is impossible.

The last stage of each iteration removes the unnecessary stall cycles introduced during path execution. A very important
property of the scheduler is that path execution is terminated the moment any of the chosen paths is complete and an entirely
new iteration sequence is started. This means that at each iteration we do not execute all available gates, rather the first
gate whose path completes. This causes source-destination pairs to be recalculated for the remaining gates together with
additional available gates whose priorities must also be considered.

The complete schedule of our running example is shown in Figure 7. A qubit is marked as dead when we do not
care about its state. As soon as the qubit is prepared and an operation is applied on the qubit, its state must be preserved
and is marked as waiting when no gate or movement operation is being applied to the qubit. In Figure 7, after operation
“cx a4,a6” is applied during cycle 5 the available gates are now “cx a4,a5”, “cx a4,a3”, and “cx a6,a7”. The
chosen gates are “cx a4,a3” and “cx a6,a7”. As soon as gate “cx a6,a7” has finished execution, the procedure
has restarted allowing now to pick gate “cx a4,a3” but with qubit a3 as a source, which explains the lone step to trap 6
during cycle 8.
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Figure 7. The schedule for the running circuit example of Figure 3(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Layout we chose to schedule for the encoding circuit of the [[23, 1, 7]] Golay code. There are 23 total qubits in the encoding
network, where the initial locations of each qubit are recorded in the top layout figure. The qubits are marked {0 − 22} and D for the
data qubit we are encoding. The final locations after scheduling are recorded in the bottom part of the layout figure. (b) Circuit for
encoder of the Golay error correcting code. The circuit figure is given in Grassl’s online database of quantum codes.35 and the Data
qubit D in the layout is marked as |Φ1〉 in the circuit.
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3.5. Example: The Golay [[23, 1, 7]] Encoder

As a more complicated example we chose to schedule the encoding circuit for the Golay [[23, 1, 7]] error correction code.
The input layout and circuit are shown in Figure 8. The ancillary qubits initialized at |0〉 are used to encode a physical
qubit denoted as |Φ1〉 in the circuit. The input into the scheduler was exactly this circuit description with the gates written
in serial order in the original QASM file. The location of the qubits after scheduling is shown in the bottom portion of the
layout Figure 8(a). The final cycle count for the Golay encoder with communication was computed to be 177 total cycles,
or 1770 microseconds given our ion-trap abstractions. This is approximately twice the number of time-steps present in
the original gates-only Golay encoding circuit. A more constrained layout for the Golay code where all ions are in a line
and gates are limitted to one gate per cycle yields 600 total cycles. The layout shown in Figure 8(a) yields 946 movement
operations per qubit and 6102 wait operations. For the serialized layout we record 970 movement operations and 20764
wait operations.

The entire Golay error correction procedure involves similarly encoded logical ancillary qubits that are interacted with
the data through a transversal CNOT gate and subsequently measured. This operation is repeated two times for the extraction
of both bit-flip and phase-flip errors. Consider that there are 23 transversal CNOT gates between the ancilla and the data
qubits that must move through a distance of approximately 4 hops for interaction followed by 23 measurement operations,
we can see that the error correction procedure for the Golay code at level 1 concatenation will exceed 5 × 10−3 seconds
even without considering that the encoded ancilla qubits that interact with the encoded data qubits must themselves be
verified with similarly encoded second set of ancilla qubits.

4. DISCUSSION AND POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS

One of the important things that the presented scheduler does not consider is technological limitations outside of the limited
classical resources for parallel instruction execution. In the context of ion-traps, a physical limitation is the significant
overhead from switching lasers from one trap to the next over the entire layout at random order. The implication is that
we must minimize the locations in the physical layout where lasers are applied. Another physical limitation is that the
durations of logic gates in ion-traps vary over several orders of magnitude. While our assumption of fixed operation cycle
is an important assumption that significantly generalizes our scheduler, it is not realistic for current ion-trap systems where
duration of a measurement operation is on the order of 100 microseconds and a single-qubit gate only 1 microsecond.
Therefore, in addition to satisfying the technology latency constraints, a useful extension of the scheduler would be to
define interaction zones in the physical layout and schedule the operations such that laser switching is minimized. There
are several other extensions that we can list, but are more specific to the implementation itself:

• The initial instruction priorities remain fixed throughout the iterative process. The dependence number for each
instruction can be computed using bottom-up breath-first search and would only add a polynomial cost to the sched-
uler performance if we updated it at each iteration. For large circuits, however, this cost may prove a of significant
overhead.

• In addition, the scheduler does not currently handle branches. It is unclear how measurement and quantum entan-
glement will interact in a quantum circuit and a more complex context-based quantum compiler may be needed. It
is hard to quantify the amount of entanglement, thus any loops that involve entangled qubits in a quantum circuit are
unrolled.

• Evaluating the costs and benefits of moving both source and destination qubits in two-qubit gates could improve our
final schedules. However, it may render the implementation of the scheduler too slow for very large circuits.

• Finally, for resource-constrained physical layouts (i.e. layouts with limited communication paths) the shortest-path
algorithm is usually sufficient to generate the path for each source qubit. A different possibility would be to use
an all-paths algorithm to generate all paths for a source qubit to its destination. We can then define a minimum
interference that cannot be exceeded by any path and choose the shortest path closest to the minimum interference
number. However, if the interference penalty is too low we will run the risk of forcing the qubit to take a high-cost
route that leads to decoherence from the increased movement.
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5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have described a heuristic algorithm for a quantum physical operations scheduler (QPOS) and its im-
plementation. Our scheduler allows us to extract the available parallelism and communication paths in a quantum circuit
given a specific layout description. More importantly, QPOS can be used to expose the underlying communication and
instruction level parallelism of circuits much larger than the encoder for the Golay [[23, 1, 7]] code we used as an example.
The precise evaluation of large error correcting circuits is currently intractable, but remains an important goal that will lead
to a much better understanding of the applicability of these circuits for large-scale quantum architectures.

While recent breakthroughs in error correction algorithms36, 37 combined with clever large-scale quantum architecture
design30, 38 allow us to be optimistic about the realization of applications such as Shor’s quantum factoring algorithm,39

the precise orchestration of millions interacting physical qubits will undoubtedly prove to be necessary for realistic imple-
mentations. QPOS builds on existing knowledge of efficient classical scheduling algorithms to provide us with a starting
base for developing sophisticated scheduling techniques tailored for quantum circuits. The heuristic, polynomial-time im-
plementation of QPOS makes it a promising scheduling tool for the control of interacting qubits during the execution of
large-scale quantum applications.
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